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National Child Abuse Prevention Month is celebrated in April; our work to prevent sexual
abuse of children and vulnerable adults continues daily. In this Spring issue there are
two items being shared from the USCCB. With school ending, and summer approaching, it is relevant to be reminded that adults are responsible for protecting youth and
vulnerable adults. As parents, leaders, mentors, friends— do we watch what we say and
do? Do we walk the talk in our homes? Do we walk the talk in our relationships? Do we
walk the talk in our communities? We must all be watchful, be listening, and be safe!
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“Rescue me,
Lord, from
my foes,
for I seek
refuge in
you.”
- Psalm 143:9

Every April Catholic parishes and schools across the U.S. participate in National Child
Abuse Prevention Month. While dioceses work year-round to prevent abuse, d uring the
month of April a special emphasis is placed on the importance of learning how to
protect the vulnerable from this evil.

I get the 'creeps' from one of the volunteers at Church. He always has his hands on kids in one way or
another. What should I do?
Listen to your 'gut.' Offenders give warning signs that knowledgeable adults can use; your 'gut' often
picks them up. You are not accusing someone of abuse; you are communicating your concern about
inappropriate behavior. Let the diocesan/eparchial victim assistance or safe environment coordinator
know of your concerns. Let the supervisor of the program know of them as well. Keep reporting your
concerns until someone hears you. Your courage to report those types of incidents may be very helpful.
Reporting can let the person know their behavior is unacceptable, and it lets them know they are being
watched. If it is poor judgment, this gives the person the opportunity to change the behavior.

